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MY HUB
Sync hubs provide an environment for music lovers to meet and greet one another, while 
providing an atmosphere that expands the concert experience across Los Angeles county

check in station

Ortho



MY HUB - EXTERIOR

-The exterior design of the local hub is inspired by the ar-
chitectural arches of the fabulous forum.

- Local hub locations spread the forum concert experience 
across Los Angeles county

-Exterior acts as an attention grabber with strong adver-
tising for either the artist or forum

Hub screen
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MY HUB - INTERIOR

- The hub acts as an ice breaker for passengers by using the artist as the catalyst for social in-
teraction

- The interior displays provide passengers with exclusive content such as, band rehearsal, 
music videos, and artists interviews.

- Central pylon acts as sound board for shuttle schedules and exclusive



- Interior provides concert goers with a comfortable place to interact with one another 
while waiting for the concert to begin.
 
- providing exclusive content and an artist currated atmosphere to act as catlysts for 
social interaction
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M HUB

The Mother Hubs which are located at the fabulous forum allows passengers to hang out 
in a  creative music driven environment while waiting for the concert gates to open 

Ortho
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M HUB - EXTERIOR

-The Mother hubs is located at a private entrance so that express 
pick and drop off are maximized  for time efficiency.

-Providing a private entry way for sync users which eliminates long 
lines and wait time
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M HUB - INTERIOR
-The interior design entices social interaction through the seat-
ing layout and exclusive content provided

-The mother hub is a comfortable place to wait as well as share 
their excitement with fellow fans


